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Legal Notices 

Warranty 

The only warranties for products and services are set forth in the express license or service agreements 
accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an 
additional warranty of any kind, implied, statutory, or in any communication between them, including 
without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability, non-infringement, title, and fitness for a 
particular purpose. Accelerite shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained 
herein. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. 

Restricted Rights Legend 

Confidential computer software. Valid license from Accelerite or its licensors required for possession, use 
or copying. No part of this manual may be reproduced in any form or by any means (including electronic 
storage and retrieval or translation into a foreign language) without prior agreement and written consent 
from Accelerite. 

Copyright Notices 

© Copyright 2021 Persistent Systems Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Trademark Notices 

Accelerite and Persistent are trademarks or trade name or service mark or logo of Accelerite/Persistent. 
All other brands or products are trademarks, trade name, service mark, logo or registered trademarks of 
their respective holders/owners thereof. 

Disclaimer 

The SUREedge products are available and support only the English language.  
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Introduction 

The process of migrating data, applications, or systems refers to relocating those components 

into new and potentially disparate environments. P-to-V transformations and system relocation 

into a public or private cloud are examples of system migrations. For a successful migration, a 

given scenario may require significant changes to the systems such as transforming a physical 

system into a virtual one, changing the hypervisor environment for a virtual system, relocating to  

a new site across a WAN, changing data image formats, removing and/or installing drivers to 

match the new environment, redefining system capabilities and so on. It may also require a 

carefully coordinated migration of many complexly interdependent systems such as multi-tier 

web applications or enterprise service infrastructure. 

SUREedge Migrator addresses the problems of system and application migration by 

automatically handling these issues and complications within a well-defined, controlled, and 

flexible workflow. Customizable plans are built to specify exactly which transformations need to 

be applied to which systems and how those systems are related so that they can be migrated 

successfully with a minimum of downtime or unavailability. System capture is achieved without 

the need for installing agents or extra software on the systems to be migrated and built into the 

process are points where the captured images can be tested and tuned prior to cutting over to 

assure a quick and successful migration. And the entire process can be carefully and accurately 

monitored to gauge progress, immediately mitigate problems as they arise, and report results 

clearly. 

Deploying SUREedge Migrator  

SUREedge Migrator instances are software appliances that can be placed in any virtual 

environment to conduct important migration functions. Each SUREedge Migrator instance can 

do the following at the most basic level: 

\ Capturing a data-consistent image of a system without agents or additional software 

\ Transforming that image so that it can be run in the desired virtualization environment 

\ Instantiating the captured and transformed image within the target environment 
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SUREedge Migrator Deployment Architectures 

When an instance of SUREedge Migrator is deployed to transfer systems into the Google Cloud 

Platform. Depending on your link to the Google cloud there are two possible deployment 

architectures. The simplest configuration can be used when a private virtual network between 

the source environment and Google Cloud Platform is available. In this case it is possible to 

deploy a single migrator instance through Google Marketplace to capture server images across 

the VPN and then perform the necessary transformations and deploy the servers in the cloud. 

This configuration is easy to set up as it leverages your private connection to the cloud and only 

requires a single instance of SUREedge Migrator. 

 
System Migration with SUREedge Migrator via a VPN 

The more general configuration can be used when there is no private connection to GCP or if 

the bandwidth available is limited. This architecture is addressed by “deploying two SUREedge 

Migrator instances”. On the cloud side, Migrator is deployed from GCP Marketplace, as with the 

single-instance case. Then an installer can be downloaded from the GCP-side Migrator 

instance to deploy Migrator in this source environment. In this configuration 

the source Migrator instance collects images of the migrating servers and transfers de-

duplicated and compressed images to the GCP Migrator instance using a secure 

encrypted connection; the cloud-side instance is responsible for recovery and transformation to 

stand up the migrating systems.  

This setup uses the WAN connection most efficiently due to Migrator’s global de-

duplication capabilities and is more resistant to network failures. Two-instance deployment is 

described in the Section “Migrating Servers”. 

 
    System Migration with SUREedge Migrator over the WAN 
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Installing SUREedge Migrator Instances 

The specifics of deploying the SUREedge Migrator in a given environment is covered in an 

Install Guide for that environment: 

\ SUREedge Migrator 7.3.0 Install Guide for GCP: This guide helps users to install 

SUREedge Migrator 7.3.0 on GCP using the Google Cloud Marketplace. Once you launch 

SUREedge Migrator instance in GCP, users can download installers for another 

environment via the Migrator UI. 

\ SUREedge Migrator 7.3.0 Install Guide for Hyper-V: This guide helps users to obtain the 

installer and to install SUREedge Migrator 7.3.0 on Hyper-V using installer.  

\ SUREedge Migrator 7.3.0 Install Guide for VMware: This guide helps users to obtain the 

installer and to install SUREedge Migrator 7.3.0 on VMware using installer. 

You can obtain the installer(s) and installation guide(s) for your specific needs through your 

designated contact at Accelerite or by contacting the Accelerite Support team at 

support@accelerite.com 

A SUREedge Migrator instance consists of two virtual machines: 

\ A Management Console or MC VM that serves the SUREedge Migrator UI and performs all 

scheduling and coordination of operations. 

\ A Datastore or Store VM that manages the deduplicated image store and does the data 

streaming for image capture and inter-instance transfers. The two systems work in concert 

to perform the operations required to complete migrations. 

Getting Started 

This section provides you a brief overview of the SUREedge Migrator user interface (UI) and 

functionalities. You can configure the SUREedge Migrator instance, add servers, perform 

captures, test captures images, and instantiate images in the GCP environment using this UI. If 

you are a new user or if you wish to enhance or refresh your knowledge about system migration 

using the SUREedge Migrator, make sure to read thoroughly the entire section including the 

subsections. 

Accessing SUREedge Migrator User Interface 

The SUREedge Migrator UI is accessed by connecting to the Management Console (MC) 

component of the SUREedge Migrator instance with a web browser (Google Chrome is 

recommended). Connect to the MC using by substituting its IP address or system name using 

this URL: http://<ServerNameOrIP>/ Login screen for the SUREedge Migrator instance appears. 

Log in using your specific Username and Password.  

mailto:support@accelerite.com
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Data Encryption Settings 

Once you login into the SUREedge migrator, the Data Encryption Settings page appears. Set 

an encryption password and an encryption passphrase which is going to be used to encrypt the 

data that is transferred over-the-wan and when it is put into persistent storage.  

 

 
Note: You must remember your Encryption Password and Encryption Passphrase if you are 

going to perform an onsite deployment of SUREedge Migrator. After setting the Encryption 

Password and Encryption Passphrase, click Save.  

It may take some time to save the details. 
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Global Recovery Settings 

Once you complete the Data Encryption settings, you can see the Global Recovery Settings 

page: 

 

These default attributes are used while creating the VMs that represent the systems that are 

being migrated into GCP. These include attributes such as the project where VMs should be 

recovered, the region, networking, and disk details. These values are used as defaults and can 

be overridden later during the recovery workflow.  

The selectable options such as projects, zones, and so on are taken from your GCP account. 

You can refresh the values by clicking Sync GCP Project Information. Once you select the 

default recovery values, click Save to continue:  
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It may take time to reflect data after clicking Sync GCP Project Information. 

If you are using a single instance Migrator to perform your migrations, then your deployment is 

complete at this point. You can now start adding systems to migrate.  

Note: Dual Instance deployment is an optional deployment architecture that involves installing 

an instance of SUREedge Migrator at the source site (where the migrating systems currently 

reside) in addition to the one you deployed in GCP. To do this, download the Migrator 

installation images from the cloud-side Migrator instance. You can find the Migrator downloads 

in the Settings section of the Migrator UI. For more details, refer to the Dual Instance section. 
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SUREedge Migrator Licensing 

Each instance of SUREedge Migrator must be licensed to perform migrations. If you have not 

already received the required license(s), you can obtain it (them) through your designated 

contact or by contacting the Accelerite Support team at support@accelerite.com. 

Once you purchase SUREedge Migrator, you get a permanent GUID license. These licenses 

are tied to a specific SUREedge Migrator instance. To obtain your GUID licenses, provide the 

Appliance Serial Number to Persistent Systems for all your installed SUREedge Migrator 

instances. You can find the detailed instructions on getting your Appliance Serial Number(s), 

obtaining your permanent licenses, and applying them to your SUREedge Migrator instance(s) 

in the SUREedge Migrator Installation Guide(s). 

After procuring the license(s) for SUREedge Migrator instance(s), install it before performing 

migration operations. You can find instructions for installing licenses on the SUREedge Migrator 

instances in the Settings section of the Installation Guide for the platform you are using. 

To know how to apply license, see the Licensing section. 

SUREedge Migrator UI Elements 

This section walks you through the user interface of the management console. The following 

screenshot displays the user interface (UI) of the SUREedge Management console web 

application: 

 
The UI has four main elements: 

\ Header 

\ Tabbed menu 

\ Working area 

\ Footer 

  

mailto:support@accelerite.com
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Header 

The SUREedge Migrator instance where you are logged in, is listed in the UI header. The 

username with which you are logged in, and a link to log out, and the licensing status of the 

SUREedge Migrator instance are displayed on the right side. 

Licenses Used is referred as the number of servers migrated against the SUREedge Migrator 

license that you procured from Accelerite Support Team. The header displays how many server 

licenses are used.  

For example, if the heading of the UI shows "License: 1/" it indicates you purchased an 

SUREedge licence for migrating 50 servers and have only used 1 of them as of now. 

Tabbed Menu Bar 

The tabbed menu bar gives you access to the main functional areas of the SUREedge Migrator 

UI:  

There are the following tabs on the Menu bar: 

\ Dashboard: The Dashboard provides an overview of all the ongoing migrations where you 

can explore information about the system and perform various operations. 

\ Migration: The Migration tab is where specific operations are initiated for systems being 

migrated. You can perform registration of servers, replication, recovery, and other migration 

related activity here.   

\ Jobs: The Jobs tab allows you to monitor operations (jobs) and get job details. 

\ Settings: The Settings tab gives you access to various options and configuration 

parameters for Migrator, as well as information about the Migrator instance and software 

downloads. 

The currently selected tab is highlighted to indicate the area of operation that is represented in 

the main UI workspace. 

The Working Area 

The main UI workspace is the working area where you can explore information about the 

system and perform operations. The contents and the structure of the workspace changes 

depending on the tab that you have selected. For clarity in referring to different workspaces, this 

user guide identifies a workspace with the web page name that is displayed in the upper left 

corner. 

There are two main types of workspaces in the SUREedge Migrator UI:  

\ Grids: Contain lists of information about an area of operation such as servers, plans and 

jobs. 

\ Dashboard: Represents an overview of the state of all sources and plans and allows you to 

explore details. 
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Grids 

A grid is used to display lists of related objects, such as servers or jobs. While the specifics of 

every grid are dependent on the type of data being displayed, there are a number of 

characteristics that are shared by all grids. 

Grid toolbar and links: Wherever relevant, a workspace has an additional workspace toolbar 

based on the information being displayed. The tool bar may contain icons or text links.  

  
Pagination: A grid may be required to present a huge amount of data. Large data sets are 

separated into pages to avoid long waits associated with loading many records. The current 

page of a grid displays the number of records (rows), and the total number of records across all 

pages is displayed at the bottom right. When there is more than one page of records, the grid 

pagination bar with controls at the bottom to navigate between pages, as well as the number of 

records to display on a single page: 

 
Scroll bars: Wherever a page’s size exceeds the height or width of the browser window, a 

vertical and horizontal scroll bar appears at the workspace. 

Sorting within grids: Most grids can be sorted by column values. When you move the mouse 

cursor over a column, a pair of arrows appear in the header, allowing you to sort in ascending or 

descending order: 
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Searching on grids: Whenever appropriate, workspaces have text boxes for filtering and 

searching for specific records in a grid. You may enter a few characters of the item you want to 

search for, and the workspace will display the records containing those characters. Clearing the 

search also clears the text in the search box. 

 
Row Actions: There is an action column in some grids that provides a pulldown menu which 

allows you to access all available operations on the item represented in the row: 
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Footer 

The footer has two sections. The appliance name and software version information are 

displayed at the left side, and copyright information is displayed at the right side. These are for 

informational purposes only but not interactive. 

 

Dashboard 

After you log in to SUREedge Migrator, a Dashboard page appears that provides a visual 

summary of status of the server migration.  

 
The Dashboard displays four cards indicating servers in different states, as well as other 

important details as follows: 

\ The Replicating card displays the number of servers in various states of active replication. 

\ The Error card shows the number of servers that have experienced errors that require 

attention or intervention. 

\ The Ready card shows the number of servers in the Ready state indicating they are ready to 

be recovered and instantiated in the target environment. 

\ The Recovery card shows the number of servers in the Recovery state indicating they are 

being restored for use in the target environment. 
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Elsewhere in the dashboard you can view: 

\ Schedule area which gives a summary of operations that have been scheduled to occur at a 

specific date and time and gives access to modify their schedules. 

\ Systems, Drives and the Size values summarize the overall number servers that have been 

registered with the system, the number of disk devices that they contain, and the overall size 

they represent. 

Dashboard Cards 

The four server status cards indicate the number of servers in each state they represent. More 

details can be viewed by clicking the vertical three dots:  
  

   
If you flip the card, it displays the details of the state of server(s): 

  
Clicking the close button (the “X” in the upper right corner) on the card flips back the card to its 

normal view. 

Clicking on the main section of a UI card lands you on the Migration tab and displays a grid of 

the servers that the segment represents. 

 For example, clicking on the Ready card in the example below would display a grid of all the 

recovered servers in the system: 
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This grid can be searched and sorted to find information about a specific server. For more 

information on the Migration tab, see the “Migrating Servers” section. 

Other Details 

You can view scheduled operation details and system and drives details. 

Scheduled Operation Details: The Dashboard displays a selected summary of scheduled 

operations in the Schedule area, and gives you access to modify as required: 

 
When you click the Schedule area, it displays the following screen where you can modify the 

operation’s schedule: 
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For more information on setting up a scheduled operation, see the section on “Migrating 

Servers”. 

Systems, Drives details: This dashboard area summarizes the total number of Systems and 

Drives that have been registered with Migrator, and the overall size of the drives associated 

with the registered systems: 

 
Once you click Systems, Drives or Size, the Migration tab appears. 
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Migrating Servers 

In SUREedge Migrator, all migration related actions such as registering servers, starting 

capture, performing recoveries and so on are initiated in the Migrations tab. The Migration tab 

displays each server registered with Migrator in its own row along with important information 

about each server such as name and IP address, size of its data image, and so on. 

  
There are also state indicators, and an Action menu for each server in addition to system 

attribute columns. 

\ The Status Indicator shows the current status of the server using three icons: Replication, 

Ready and Recovery: 

 
- The Replication icon represents the capture of a system image from the server and the 

transfer of the image to the target environment. When a replication operation is ongoing 

the icon is surrounded by an animated arrow:     
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- The Ready icon indicates that an image has been replicated to the target environment 

and a recovery can be performed. 

- The Recovery icon represents the recovery of a server. When a recovery operation is 

ongoing, the icon is surrounded by an animated arrow: 

 

If no recovery is ongoing the icon can be clicked to initiate one; see Recovering Servers 

for details on recovery operations. 

Note: A status icon will be grey indicating the step has not yet been performed; green to 

indicate the operation is complete or can be performed; or red to indicate an error 

occurred with the operation. 

\ The Imported column indicates that a server’s basic information has been added to the 

Migrator instance, but a Server Utility has not been installed on that server. This normally 

happens only when importing servers from a spreadsheet (see the “Importing Servers From 

a Spreadsheet” section) and should not occur when systems are registered by running the 

Server Utility (see the “Registering Servers for Migration” section.) 

- If the Imported column says “Yes” then the Server Utility has not been installed on the 

system. You must proceed by installing it as shown in the Registering Servers for 

Migration section. 

- If the Imported column says “No” then the Server Utility has been installed on the 

system and is ready (or has already started) the migration process. 

\ The Size reflects the total storage size of target server. 
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\ The Action column contains a three-dot button that bring up a menu with access to all 

available operations available on the server: 

 

- Migrate: You can do complete server replication and synchronization by selecting items 

under the Migrate menu item. For more information, see the Recapturing Servers section 

in this document. 

- Recover: You can recover servers by selecting an item in the Recover menu item. For 

more information, see the  “  
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- Recovering Servers” section. 

- Complete: Marking server Complete releases all resources used for that server 

including data, system images and so on. 

- Group: You can add or remove servers to a recovery Group by clicking Group. For more 

information, see the “Server Groups” section. 

- More: You can edit, delete and refresh server information by selecting items in the More 

submenu. 
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In addition to the per-server operations available in the Action column for each row, the 

Download button can be used to download a spreadsheet of server information in various types 

of file formats such as Windows Excel, CSV, JSON and Text: 

 
It gives you access to server information in spreadsheet for tracking and reporting and so on.  

Registering Servers for Migration 

Once the SUREedge Migrator instances are installed and configured at the source and target 

sites, the server migration process can be initiated. To register a server in SUREedge Migrator, 

you need to download and install a SUREedge Server Utility on the server.  

To get started, click Register Servers in the Migration tab:  
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It displays a page that describes the registration process: 

To register a server for migration, download and install the SUREedge Server Utility on the 

server. After installation the SUREedge Server Utility, registers the server with your 

SUREedge Migrator instance, and start the migration process by initiating the initial system 

image capture.  

Note: Once the server’s migration process is complete, the SUREedge Server Utility will be 

uninstalled from migrated server automatically during the recovery step. 
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Migrating a Windows Server 

To begin migration of a Windows server, download, and install a SUREedge Server Utility on 

the server to be migrated.  

 
From the How to Register Servers page on the Migration tab, download the SUREedge 

Server Utility Installer for Windows to the server to be migrated, unzip the installer, and run the 

following command in a command window: 

SUREedgeServerUtility.exe /token=<TOKEN> 

Note: The value for <TOKEN> must be obtained from How to Register Server page as shown 

above. The entire command can be copied from there and pasted into a command window for 

convenience.  
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Note: For advanced parameters and full usage description of the SUREedge Server Utility for 

Windows, refer to the Appendices 

Windows Server Utility Parameters section. 

 
After the installation is complete, the SUREedge Server Utility registers the server and starts the 

migration process.  

Note: The SUREedge Server Utility will be uninstalled from the migrated server automatically 

once the migration process is complete. 

Once the SUREedge Server Utility is installed, it performs the following operations: 

\ Perform discovery on the system that are being migrated 

\ Register the server with the SUREedge Migrator instance for migration 

\ Submit the discovered system details 

\ Start the initial system image capture 

The image capture process starts the transfer of the system’s data image via a secure SSL 

tunnel to the SUREedge Migrator instance from which the Server Utility is downloaded.  

In a single-instance deployment, this is the Migrator instance in the target environment.  

In a dual-instance deployment, this is the site-side Migrator instance, and once capture is 

complete, the image is automatically transferred to the target-side instance. 

You can perform recovery once a system image has arrived at your Migrator instance in GCP.  
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Migrating a Linux Server 

To register a Linux server, download the SUREedge Server Utility Installer for Linux from the 

Registering Servers page: 

 
From the How to Register Servers page on the Migration tab, download the SUREedge 

Server Utility Installer for Linux to the server to be migrated. Then execute the following 

commands in a terminal or terminal window on the server to be migrated to unzip, and run the 

installer: 

tar -xvf ./sureedge_server_utility_linux_installer.tar 

sudo ./sureedge_server_utility_installer.sh --token <TOKEN> 

Note: Use the public IP address of the SUREedge MC instead of an internal address to capture 

over a public WAN: 

$ sudo ./sureedge_server_utility_installer.sh --token 4EA7787H725EA686 \ 

--serverip <PublicIP> 

Note: The value for <TOKEN> must be obtained from Register Server page. The value of 

<PublicIP> must be the public IP address of the SUREedge MC deployed in the Cloud.  

For advanced usage and parameters for the SUREedge Server Utility for Linux, refer to the    
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Linux Server Utility Parameters section. 

After installation is complete, the SUREedge Server Utility registers the server and starts the 

migration process.  

Note: The SUREedge Server Utility will be uninstalled from the migrated server automatically 

once the migration process gets completed.) 

installed It performs following operations once the SUREedge Server Utility is: 

\ perform discovery on the system being migrated 

\ register the server with the SUREedge Migrator instance for migration 

\ submit the discovered system details 

\ start the initial system image capture 

The image capture process starts transferring of the data image to the SUREedge Migrator 

instance from which you downloaded the Server Utility.  

In a single-instance deployment, this is the Migrator instance in the target environment.  

In a dual-instance deployment, this is the site-side Migrator instance, and once capture is 

complete, the image will be automatically transferred to the target-side instance.  

You can perform recovery once a system image has arrived at your Migrator instance in GCP. 

For more information, see the section,  Recovering Servers. 

Importing Servers From a Spreadsheet 

You can also add servers to be imported to SUREedge Migrator from a spreadsheet file. You 

can download the excel template to fill the information. This is useful when you already have a 

spreadsheet containing the list of servers to migrate and wish to track the process of installing 

the SUREedge Server Utility. You can generate such a spreadsheet when you use an analysis 

tool such as StratoZone® to determine which systems to migrate and calculate the attributes of 

the migrated systems. The spreadsheet can then be imported into SUREedge Migrator. 
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To import servers from an exported spreadsheet file: 

1. Navigate to the Migrator tab, and click the Import Servers List icon as highlighted below: 

 
It displays the Import Servers List dialog box. The Import Servers dialog initially shows an 

empty list of servers to be added.  

2. Click Import Servers to add the server to the list: 
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3. Browse a spreadsheet file containing information about servers to add: 

  
Selecting a file adds the servers represented in that file to the server list: 

 
Each server is represented by a row in the list with these details displayed: 

Group Name The group name to which the sever should belong when added 

Type The type of the server imported (Linux or Windows) 

DNS Host 

Name 

The hostname of the server being imported 

IP Address The IP address of the server 
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After adding the systems, the Migration tab appears: 

 

After a server’s information is imported, the Imported column of the server’s row in the 

Migration tab displays “yes”. It indicates that the server has only been imported but no further 

configuration has occurred (such as having the Server Utility installed). 

Once servers have been imported to Migrator from a spreadsheet, the SUREedge Server Utility 

need to be installed before migration. See the earlier sections for details on downloading and 

installing the Server Utility. 

Recapturing Servers 

When a capture operation has complete, image transfer to the destination site begins instantly. 

Once device images are transferred to the target site they can be instantiated in the new 

environment for testing and validation. Captured system images can be instantiated as many 

times as necessary to ensure complete testing and that a successful final cutover happens. 

If data capture and transfer or testing took a significant amount of time, the source systems 

were very likely left running and accumulated changes that would be desirable to include in the 

final image that is used for cutover. Any changes that have been accumulated on the original 

systems at the source site since a prior capture operation can be captured by synchronizing. 

This recapture operation can be thought of as an incremental update to the data images already 

ingested and should take significantly less time to capture and transfer to the target site. The 

migrating systems can then be re-instantiated with the new data for further or incremental 

testing. This process can be repeated as many times as necessary to validate a successful 

migration. 
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To initiate the image capture of a server: 

1. Navigate to the Migration tab and select the checkbox of the server which you want to 

recapture, and then click Migrate:  

 
It displays a pop-up message to confirm and schedule the operation. 

2. To start a capture operation immediately, choose Run Now and click Submit. 

 
3. To schedule a capture operation at a time in the future, choose Run At and fill in the date 

and time to schedule the capture. You can specify the time when you want to start the 
capture of the sever.  
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4. Click Submit to schedule capture process for selected server followed by image catching 
operation: 

.  

Note: You can also see or modify any scheduled operations on the Dashboard in the 

Schedule area.  

You can check the progress and get detailed status for the running operations by navigating 

to the, “Managing Jobs” tab and filtering for jobs in the Running state. 

To track progress and get detailed information of the progress in Running subtab of Jobs 

tab: 
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Restart Image Caching 
Restart Image Caching feature enables user to restart the image caching job when cached disk 
is missing in target. There can be multiple reasons for missing cached disks like user accidently 
deleted cached job or image caching job fails due to network issues or insufficient permissions 
while Image caching job. This will help user to save on time.  
Restart image caching option is available for single server as well as multiple servers.  
To restart image caching, follow the steps below: 
1. Navigate to Migration tab. 

2. Select Server(s), click MORE, and then select RESTART IMAGE CACHING: 

 

Once you click RESTART IMAGE CACHING, a confirmation message appears: 

3. Click Confirm. 

        

Once you confirm, Image Caching operation restarts sequentially for the requested servers. 

It can be a single server activity and multiple server activity.  

You may visit the Job tab to monitor the job progress. 
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Recovering Servers  

Once an image for a server has arrived at the target site, you can recover it for testing or for 

final cutover. Selecting the Ready option of the Migration tab, displays all the servers with 

images available for recovery on GCP-side SUREedge Migrator instance. Here you can select a 

specific image representing a point in time that you wish to recover to target hypervisors. 

To recover server(s): 

1. Choose the Server item to recover individual servers or choose the Server Groups item to 

do recoveries. You can sort the server list by clicking arrows in each column. You can also 

search for a specific server by specifying a search string in the Search box: 

 
2. Once you select a server to recover, click the Recover, and then click TEST:  

 
The Start Recovery page appears.  
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3. Made the required adjustment for the recovery attributes value as required, and the click 

Start Recovery: 

 
Migrator starts the recovery, spawning a recovery operation for the server(s). The recovery 

process can take some time depending on the amount of data to be recovered. 
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The following table describes the parameters for recovery: 

Server Information 

Host IP Host IP address 

Host Name The name of the host. 

Target Location 

Project The GCP project where the VM should be recovered. 

Region The GCP region where the VM should be recovered. 

Zone The GCP zone where the VM be recovered. 

Target VM Details 

Name The name for the Virtual Machine. 

Service Account Select the service account for recovered instance. 

Access Scope The GCP access scope for the recovered system. 

Configuration 

Instance Type The GCP machine type for the VM to be created. 

Disk Type Storage type for the disk(s) of the recovered server. 

Node Group 

(Optional) 

Node Group should be enabled only if you have Sole Tenant Nodes 

feature configured for your Project and you wish this system to be 

migrated there. 

BYOL(Optional) The BYOL option is enabled for Windows Server when there is a Sole 

Tenant Node in a GCP Project. For RHEL6 and RHEL7 the BYOL option 

is available for both sole-tenant and multi-tenant. 

Networking 

Network Select a network from the drop-down list to which the named virtual NIC 

will be attached. 

Subnetwork Select a subnet from the drop-down list to which the virtual NIC will be 

attached. 

Network Tags 

(Optional) 

Enter any network tags to attach to the recovered server. 
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You can track the progress and status of the recovery jobs. by navigating to the Jobs tab, and 

selecting the Recovery job type. 

navigate to Jobs > Recovery: 

 

Server Groups 

Server Groups are collections of servers that can be treated as one for operations like recovery 

to be performed. While you don't need to create server groups, there might be good reasons to 

do so, such as having servers automatically capture or recover as a or in a specific order, 

specifying common recovery attributes for a set of servers, or simply the convenience of 

migrating a set of servers with one click. 
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Creating a New Server Group 

To create a new server group: 

1. Select a server, click Group, and then click Add to Group: 

 
It brings up the Add to Group dialog box.  

2. To create a new group, click on the Create Group button:

 
 

It brings up the Create New Group dialog box.  
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3. Specify the name for the server group you wish to create, and then click Create to create 

the server group or Close button to cancel the operation:

 
 

You c 
4. Select the newly created group from the group list, and click Save: 
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Adding Server to an Existing Server Group 

The process for adding servers to an existing Server Group is similar to creating a new Server 

Group.  

To add server to an existing server group: 

1. Select the server(s) you wish to add to the group, click Group, and then click Add to group: 

 
It brings up the Add to Group dialog box.  
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2. Select the server group to which you wish to add the server(s) and click Save:  

 
You can search for existing server groups by name using the search bar.  

Groups are shown in the Group section on the left-hand side of the Migration tab. Clicking a 

group name in the Group section displays the server list of the selected group: 
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Server Group Operations  

To use Server Groups to perform operations on multiple servers: 

1. Select the desired Server Group from the Group section: 

 
This shows all the servers in the selected Server Group in the Server grid area.  

2. Select individual servers from the group by checking their checkbox (point 1), or select all 

the servers by clicking the checkbox in the header (point 2):  

  
Once the servers have been selected you can choose the operation you wish to perform 

such as replication, recovery and so on. It will be applied to all the selected servers. 
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Managing Jobs 

The SUREedge Migrator Jobs tab allows you to keep an eye on all ongoing migration related 

activities. All long-term operations such as data capture, transfer, recovery are tracked as Jobs 

within the management server, and the status of all jobs can be found under the Jobs tab. 

The Jobs tab is split in two panes: the left pane contains filters you can apply to restrict the jobs 

displayed, based on the job type and status; by default the All Jobs filter is selected, showing 

all migration operations. The pane on the right contains the job grid displays information for the 

jobs that meet the criteria for the selected filter. 

 
Each row in the jobs grid represents a single job, and each column shows information about the 

job: 

Row Description 

Servers View the status of all Jobs 

Type Displays the type of operation currently in progress 

Start Time Displays the start time and date of the operation 

Duration Displays time taken for operation to complete 

Size Displays the total of the disk to be migrated 

Status Displays the current status of the operation 

Action Abort the migration operation by clicking on three vertical dots. 
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Filtering 

The list of jobs displayed in the jobs grid can be filtered using the items in the left pane. Filtering 

can be based on either the job type – the kind of operation being performed, such as capture, 

transfer and so on or by job status – the state of the job such as completed, running, failed, and 

so on. 

The following table describes various filter options available for filtering jobs by job type: 

Filter Description 

All Jobs View the status of all Jobs 

Discover Filter the job list to contain just server Discovery operations 

Capture 
Filter the job list to contain just image Capture operations (both full 

and sync) 

Recovery Filter the job list to contain just VM Recovery operations 

Transfer Filter the job list to contain just image Transfer operations 

Image Caching Filter the job list to contain just Image Caching operations 

Other Filter the job list to contain just jobs whose types are not listed above 

The following table displays various filter options available for filtering by job status: 

Filters Description 

Pending Filter the job list to contain only jobs whose start is pending 

Running Filter the job list to contain only jobs that are currently running 

Completed 
Filter the job list to contain only jobs that have successfully 

completed. 

Aborting 
Filter the job list to contain only jobs that are in the process of 

aborting operations. 

Aborted Filter the job list to contain only jobs that have been aborted 

Skipped Filter the job list to contain only jobs that were skipped 
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Searching & Sorting 

The Jobs grid can be sorted by values within the columns. When you hover your mouse over a 

column header an arrow will appear in the header for sorting in ascending or descending 

order. 

 
The jobs grid has a search box located above the grid for searching for specific jobs. You may 

enter a few characters of the item you want to search and the grid displays the records that 

match the text. To clear the search, you need to clear the text in the search box. 
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Job Details 

To view details of a particular job, click on that job’s line in the job grid:  

 

It displays a screen with detailed information about the job: 
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The Details subtab displays the following details about the job: 

Job GUID The unique Job identification number 

Status The status of the operation such as Running, Completed, Failed and so on 

Host Name The host name of the server associated with the operation 

IP Address The IP Address for the server associated with the operation 

Start time The time when the operation started 

End Time The time when the operation completed 

VM Boot 

Status 
The Boot Status of the recovered VM for Recovery operations 

The Steps subtab shows a timeline of the steps performed as part of the job: 
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Settings 

The Settings tab allows you to obtain detailed information and customize the SUREedge 

Appliance. 

The settings are grouped into related parameters: 

\ Appliance: configure or modify attributes of this Migrator instance. 

\ Licensing: manage Migrator licenses. 

\ Global Recovery Settings: set and modify attributes of recovered systems. 

\ Job Concurrency: manage parallelism of recovery and capture jobs. 

\ Dual Instance: set up a dual-instance Migrator configuration. 

\ Support: access to information and logs that are helpful in providing information when you 

encounter issues with the product and/or are contacting Accelerite support team for 

assistance. 

\ Advanced: manage settings and access downloads that are intended for advanced users of 

SUREedge Migrator, such as the Bandwidth throttling, and Email settings.  
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Appliance Settings 

In the Appliance subtab, you can access and configure settings related to the Migrator 

instance. 

Migrator Instance  

The Migrator Instance subtab allows you to examine and modify attributes and parameters 

generally related to the specific Migrator deployment you are logged into.  

 
\ The instance Serial number is used to uniquely identify a deployment of SUREedge 

Migrator and cannot be changed. You need to provide it when obtaining licenses. 

\ The SUREedge version is the release identifier for the version of SUREedge Migrator that 

is running in this instance. It should be provided if you need to contact support. 

\ The Instance Name and Instance Location are informational fields that are displayed on 

each page of the Migrator UI. This is useful when you access multiple instances of 

SUREedge Migrator and help prevent getting confused about which instance you are 

managing.  
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To modify the instance’s name and location strings click Edit: 

 
It displays the name and location strings in the editable text entries. Once you are done with 

your changes, click Save to save the changes or click Cancel to discard them: 
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To change the UI Password (the password required to log into the Migrator instance),  click the 

Change UI Password that brings up a password change dialog box:

 
It displays a password change dialog box. Once you reset the password, click Update to 

commit the change or click Cancel to retain the old password: 
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Management Console 

The Management Console subtab displays details about the VM that serves as the instance’s 

management console: 

 

Store VM 

The Store VM subtab provides details about the VM used for managing the deduplicated store 

for this Migrator instance. To modify the details, click Edit: 
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It displays a dialog box for changing the parameters that are used to connect to the Store VM. 

Click Save to save changes or click Cancel to cancel the change: 

 
Description for the parameters: 

IP Address Host IP address 

Username The name of the user 

Store Access Password The password required for accessing the store 

Port The port via which the server should be contacted via SSH; 

by default, it is 22 

SUREedge Store 

In the SUREedge Store subtab, you can manage the sizing of the Migrator instance’s 

deduplicated store. 
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The following fields describe the current status of the deduplicated store: 

Field Description 

Capacity The total capacity allocated for storing captured data 

Space Used The space currently consumed by captured data 

The SUREedge Store automatic resizing option enables automatic management (growth) of 

the deduplicated store and is ON by default. When this option is disabled and the deduplicated, 

the store consumes all its allocated space and any further migration replication fails so new 

space is needed to be allocated explicitly (see the resizing the deduplicated store section). 

Enabling automatic resizing causes Migrator to automatically increase the storage space for the 

deduplicated store by the amount indicated by Increase capacity by (1024 GB by default) 

when the available free space drops below the value indicated by Minimum unused space to 

be maintained (200 GB by default), up to a maximum of 64 TB (65536 GB.) 

If you want to disable automatic resizing, click the SUREedge Store automatic resizing toggle 

option. A confirmation dialog box appears. Click Confirm to disable SUREedge Store automatic 

resizing or click Cancel to leave automatic resizing disabled: 

 
If you click the toggle to re-enable automatic resizing, you will be presented with a dialog box to 

set the resizing parameters. Once the values have been specified, click Update or click Cancel 

button to exit: 
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Resizing the SUREedge Store 

To explicitly resize the deduplicated store, click the Store Space Resize, and provide a new 

disk size for the store.  

The Current Disk Size indicates the current storage capacity allocated to the deduplicated 

store. You should fill in the New Disk Size field with the capacity you wish the deduplicates 

store to be allocated. Now, click Resize to resize the deduplicated store, or click Cancel to exit:
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Licensing 

Each instance of SUREedge Migrator must be licensed to perform migrations. If you have not 

received your license(s), you can obtain it (them) through your designated contact at Accelerite 

or by contacting the Accelerite’s Support Team at support@accelerite.com.  

Applying Licenses 

Once you have obtained a license for your Migrator instance, you need to apply the license. 

To apply the license: 

1. From your web browser, log into the SUREedge management console with your login 
credentials:  

After logging in the console, a Migrator dashboard appears. 

2. Navigate to Settings tab and select the Licensing section.  

  

mailto:support@accelerite.com
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3. To upload a new license file, click Import license file button: 

 
A File Upload window appears.  

In the File Upload window, browse the folder containing the license file, select the license 

file, and then click Open. 

 
Note: You will be logged out from the SureEdge UI, so you need to log in back to the UI 

again. 
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4. To check the licensing details, navigate to Settings > Licensing: 

  
This displays the details of the currently applied Migrator licenses. The following table 

explains the displayed attributes: 

Field  Description 

Current Used Total number of licenses currently used 

Total Migration Licensed Total number of Migration Licensed purchased/ issued 

Expiry Date License validity date is displayed 

Appliance Serial Number GUID showing serial number of the appliance 
 

Detailed instructions on getting your Appliance Serial Number(s), obtaining your permanent 

licenses and applying them to your SUREedge Migrator instance(s) can be found in your 

SUREedge Migrator Installation Guide(s). 
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Global Recovery Settings 
The Global Recovery Settings are recovery attributes that are set for each new server when it 

is registered with Migrator. These settings affect the process of recovering and transforming a 

server to run in the target environment. A change in these settings only affects servers 

registered with Migrator after the changes are committed; servers already registered will retain 

the prior settings. 

To edit the value: 

1. Navigate to Migration tab and select the Global Recovery Settings. It displays the 

current values. It can be modified for a specific recovery operation when you initiate the 

recovery. 

2. Click Edit to reset the Recovery settings value: 

 
 It displays an editable setting page.  
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3. Edit the value and click Save or click Cancel to discard the change: 
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The table below explains each attributes: 

Project ID The GCP Project ID where recovered VMs must be located 

Project Name The GCP project where VMs must be recovered 

Region The GCP region where VMs must be recovered 

Zone The GCP zone where VMs must be recovered 

Node Group The GCP Node Group to which recovered VMs should be assigned 

BYOL The BYOL option is enabled for Windows Server VMs when there is a 

Sole Tenant Node in a GCP Project. For RHEL6 and RHEL7 the BYOL 

options is available for both sole-tenant and multi-tenant as well 

Machine Family The GCP Machine Family type for VMs to be recovered 

Series The GCP Machine Series for VMs to be recovered 

Service Account The GCP Service Account for recovered instances 

Instance Type The GCP machine type for VMs to be recovered 

Network Tags A list of network tags to assign to recovered servers 

VPC Network A list of VPC network to which virtual NICs of recovered VMs will be 

attached 

SubNetwork A list of subnets to which virtual NICs will be attached 

Disk Type Storage type for disks created while recovering systems 

Access Scope The GCP access scope for recovered systems 

Note: Some of these settings are made from configuration elements in GCP such as project ID 

and region. These must be retrieved from the GCP account and project via Google API calls. If 

no values are shown for some fields, or if the configuration of the project has changed, you can 

reload the values by clicking Sync GCP Project Information. It re-retrieves the account-

dependent values. This process may take a few minutes to complete. 

Job Concurrency 

When performing multiple recoveries in Migrator, two or more parallel recovery and capture jobs 

runs simultaneously. The Job Concurrency parameters Capture jobs and Recovery jobs 

determine the maximum number of capture and recovery jobs to perform in parallel. The default 

value is 8 and the maximum allowable value is 32.  
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To change the Job Concurrency value: 

1. Click Edit: 

 
A dialog box appears where you can change the concurrency values (capture jobs and 

recovery jobs).  
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2. Click Save to save the value or click Cancel to retain the prior values: 

     

Dual Instance 

A SUREedge Migrator Dual Instance Deployment involves deploying an instance of Migrator 

within the source site, where the systems being migrated reside, which will then be used to 

capture and securely transfer system images to the Migrator instance running in the cloud. For 

more details, refer to the Dual Instance Deployment section of this document. 

To access downloads needed to set up a Dual Instance migration configuration, select the Dual 

Instance item: 
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Support 

The Support section gives you access to information and logs that are helpful in providing 

information when you encounter issues with the product and contact Accelerite support team for 

assistance.  

To access it, click Support: 
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In the Support area, you can find three horizontally placed subtabs: 

 

Collect Logs 

There may be a need for the Accelerite support team to view the log files from the SUREedge 

Appliance for debugging issues. To access the logs, select the Collect Logs subtab, and click 

the Collect All Logs to collect and download all the log data for the instance. A progress bar 

appears while logs are being gathered. It may take some time to complete the process, and the 

time varies based upon size of the data to be collected. 

Prune Logs 

SUREedge Migrator keeps detailed logs in order to make problems solving easier. When they 

become very large, the process of collecting them may become prohibitively long. If you contact 

Accelerite support, you may be instructed to prune the logs to shorten the time needed to collect 

them. 

To prune the logs, select the Prune Logs subtab. Choose a date for pruning in the Select Date 

field; all log entries prior the selected date will get deleted. Then click Prune Logs to actually 

delete the log entries. 
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You will see a confirmation dialog box: 

 
Click Confirm to prune the logs or click Cancel button to exit. 

Contact Support 

The Contact Support section provides the email address where you should send requests for 

assistance from the Accelerite support team. You can click on the link to automatically bring up 

your default email program with the proper email address where requests should be sent.   

For more details, please refer the Contacting Support section of this document. 

 

Advanced 

The Advanced section contains settings and downloads that are intended for advanced users 

of SUREedge Migrator, such as the Bandwidth throttling, Email Settings, and Proxy VM 

Configuration.  

Email Settings 

The Email Configuration section allows you to set up an email address where you can receive 

email notifications about various events and conditions within the SUREedge Migrator instance 

such as the completion of various operations and so on.  

To set the email configuration parameters: 
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1. Navigate to Settings > Advanced: 

 

2. On this screen, click Email Configuration, and click ADD, then fill in the following details to 

configure your email settings: 
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This table explains the parameters for email configuration: 

Parameters Description 

SMTP server The SMTP server name or address to use for sending notification 

emails 

Port The port number to use when contacting the SMTP server for 

sending emails 

Connection The connection type to use when sending emails via SMTP (SSL 

or so on) 

Email Address The email address to use as the source of notification emails and 

the username to use for authentication when sending emails via 

SMTP. 

Password The password to use when authenticating when sending emails via 

SMTP. 

Display Name The textual sender information to associate with the source email 

address in notification emails 

Recipient(s) email The list of addresses to which notification emails must be sent. It 

must be a comma-separated list of valid email addresses. 

The Enable For section contains options to select which types of events should generate email 

notifications: 

Parameters Description 

Register Registration events (when servers are added to the SUREedge 

instance) 

Replication The completion of server replication 

Recovery The completion of a recovery operation 

Completion A server’s migration is marked as Completed 

Store Grow When the Deduplicated Store resize, operation is complete 

Once you configure the email address parameters, you can test the settings by clicking the Test 

button. This will attempt to send a test email to the configured email address and reports any 

issues that are encountered. Receipt of the test notification email by the recipients confirms that 

the SMTP settings are correct and that notification emails can be sent successfully.  

3. Once the details are filled in, click Save. 
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Proxy VM Configuration 

The Proxy VM Configuration section allows you to set attributes that are used to deploy and 

configure Proxy VMs during the recovery process. This affects the connectivity and permissions 

available to the recovery process which affect the ability of Migrator to access the resources 

needed to create and recover VMs in the various GCP projects and compute zones where you 

wish to perform recovery. 

To perform recovery, SUREedge Migrator extracts a captured system image into virtual disks 

and then deploys a Proxy VM that runs SUREedge tools to access the recovered disks in  order 

to perform any needed transformations. This Proxy VM is deployed in the project, region and 

compute zone where you specify you wish the recovered VM to reside. Once transformation is 

complete, a new VM is created with the transformed disks attached; this becomes the recovered 

VM running the system that was originally captured, and the Proxy VM is destroyed. 

In order to successfully deploy the virtual disks and virtual machines Migrator needs appropriate 

permissions in the target project, region and zone to create the various assets. These 

permissions are granted through the GCP Service Account that Migrator uses to perform these 

operations. By default, Migrator will use the service account specified during the Migrator 

Instance deployment process (see the SUREedge Migrator Installation Guide for GCP for 

details on how this is specified). However, when recovering VMs in a project and/or region that 

is different from the one where the Migrator instance was deployed – called cross-project 

recoveries – the default service account may not have the appropriate permissions to perform 

these operations in the target account, causing the recovery to fail. 

Similarly, during the recovery process the Migrator instance needs to communicate with the 

Proxy VM in order to control the transformations, monitor progress, etc. Therefore, there needs 

to be network connectivity between the Migrator instance (in the project/region where it was 

deployed) and the target project/region (where the Proxy VM is deployed). In some cases the 

network (VPC) to which the Migrator instance is attached does not have the required 

connectivity to the Proxy VM, which will cause the recovery process to fail. 

To assure successful deployment of and connectivity with Proxy VMs, SUREedge Migrator 

allows the specification of Proxy VM attributes to be used when deploying a Proxy VM. This Is a 

list of location-attribute pairs that associate a set of Proxy VM attributes (a service account and 

a network (VPC)) with a specific project/region. When a recovery is performed, Migrator looks 

up the project and region in the list, and if an entry exists it uses the specified service account 

and network when creating the Proxy VM. 
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To add a new Proxy VM setting entry: 

1. In the Settings tab, select Advanced. 

2. On this screen, click the Proxy VM Configuration, and click ADD: 
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A Proxy VM Configuration page appears. 

1. Select a project and region, and then choose the attributes to be used when deploying 

Proxy VMs in that location. 

2. Click Save to add the new entry to the list or click Cancel to discard the entry. 

 
This table explain the Proxy VM configuration parameters: 

Parameters Description 

Project The project where the Proxy VM should be instantiated. 

Region The region where the Proxy VM should be instantiated. 

Service 

Account 

The service account that should be used to authorize 

configuration changes, such as creating the Proxy VM 

SubNetwork The network to which the proxy VM should be attached.  

You can also edit and delete existing Proxy Settings entries by clicking the Action button for the 

entry. 
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Dual Instance Deployment 

A SUREedge Migrator Dual Instance Deployment involves deploying an instance of Migrator 

within the source site, where the systems reside that are being migrated. It is used to capture 

and securely transfer system images to the Migrator instance that are running in the cloud. For 

details on when you might want to use a Dual Instance deployment, see the Introduction section 

of this document. 

Installation 

If you want to use a Dual Instance deployment, deploy an instance of Migrator at the target 

environment first (for example; Google Cloud Platform). Once one instance has been installed, 

download and install the Migrator instance at the source site.  

To download an installer, first log into the deployed Migrator instance, navigate to the Settings 

page of the Migrator UI, and select the Dual Instance section: 

 
Here you can find installation media for installing Migrator in various environments, along with 

instructions for its installation and configuration: 

1. First download the appropriate onsite installer to an existing Windows VM residing on 
VMware or Hyper-V.  

2. Extract and execute the installer. It will present you with an installation wizard to create 
the onsite Migrator instance. 

For detailed information about installing Migrator for Hyper-V, please refer to the  SUREedge 

Installation Guide 7.3.0 for Hyper-V.  

https://support.accelerite.com/hc/article_attachments/4411294302477/SUREedge_Migrator_7.3.0__Installation_Guide_for_Hyper-V_.pdf
https://support.accelerite.com/hc/article_attachments/4411294302477/SUREedge_Migrator_7.3.0__Installation_Guide_for_Hyper-V_.pdf
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For detailed information about installing Migrator for VMware, please refer to the SUREedge 

Installation Guide 7.3.0 for VMware.  

Initial Setup 

Once installation of the onsite instance is completed, you will be instructed to log into the new 

SUREedge Migrator instance using the login credentials which were used during the installation. 

When you first log in, the Data Encryption Setting page appears: 

 

On this page, provide the same encryption details (encryption password and encryption 

paraphrase) that were set on the remote site Migrator instance. After providing the required 

details, click Save. 

Note: The credentials are required to match between the source and target Migrator instances 

to make the instances communicate and for system images to be transferred and used for 

recovery at the target site.  

After successfully providing the Encryption setting details, you can see the Remote Settings 

page. It has been automatically filled out with the connection details for the Migrator instance 

from which the installer was downloaded. Usually, it does not require any changes. 

https://support.accelerite.com/hc/article_attachments/4411294302733/SUREedge_GCP_Migrator_7.3.0__Installation_Guide_for_VMware_.pdf
https://support.accelerite.com/hc/article_attachments/4411294302733/SUREedge_GCP_Migrator_7.3.0__Installation_Guide_for_VMware_.pdf
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Click Save to complete the initial setup.  

The newly configured onsite Migrator instance now attempts to initiate connectivity with the 

target Migrator instance. It may take a few minutes. 

Once complete, you can use your onsite Migrator instance to register systems and start 

migrations. 

Note: In most of the cases, the Remote settings details are prepopulated with the values 

appropriate for the target server from which the installer was downloaded. If this is not 

appropriate for your set up, or if the values do not appear, you need to obtain the correct values 

and fill them in. The value for Token must be obtained from the Dual Instance page in Settings 

tab on the target server: 
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Configuration and Settings 

In the onsite SUREedge Migrator instance, the Settings page is different than the settings of 

the target SUREedge Migrator. Following tabs are available on the Settings page in a source 

Migrator instance: 

1. Appliance 
2. Job Concurrency 
3. Support 
4. Advanced 

The settings on the Appliance, Job Concurrency, and Support sections are similar to those 

on the target SUREedge Migrator instance. For more details, refer to the “Settings” section of 

this guide.  

The Advanced section of the Settings tab on the source-side Migrator instance provides access 

to more advanced parameters as described in the following sections. 
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Remote Settings 

In Remote settings, you can view and edit the attributes to connect to the target-side server. 

Click Delete to clear all of the remote connectivity settings and tear down the connection to the 

target server. It interrupts any ongoing transfer operations and prevent any further migration 

operations between the source and target instances. 

To change the remote connectivity settings: 

1. Click Edit to modify the value. These fields are described in detail in the Initial Setup 

section. 

Note: Modifying these values interrupts any ongoing transfer operations. 
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2. Click Save to save the changes: 

 

Bandwidth Throttling 

Bandwidth throttling is useful for transfer because it allows you to restrict the amount of 

available bandwidth consumed by your SUREedge instance over a fixed time. This would 

probably be most desirable during working hours when the network is in the heaviest use. 

Without bandwidth throttling, the SUREedge instance consumes network resources and may 

potentially slows down critical business operations. SUREedge allows you to limit the data 

transfer of the network bandwidth from onsite migrator instance to target migrator instance. It 

also allows capture of the onsite client to target instance.  

This section displays the Bandwidth Throttling parameters that you can use to limit the data 

transfer network bandwidth. It is used to capture system images from the onsite client to the 

target Migrator instance. 

There are two kind of bandwidth Throttling: Data Capture and Cloud Transfer. For single 

instances, you only get Data Capture option under Bandwidth Throttling. For Dual instances, 

you get both Data Capture and Cloud Transfer options under Bandwidth Throttling. 
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Data Capture Bandwidth Throttling 

To set the bandwidth throttling: 

1. Click Edit: 

 
2. To enable the Enable Network Bandwidth Throttling toggle button. You can then set your 

desired throttling schedule and bandwidth limits. By default, it is disabled.  

a) Set your Throttling Schedule by choosing the time range and days of the week that 

you wish to apply as the Peak throttling limit. 

Note: There are two bandwidth limits that can be set: Peak and Non-Peak. The 

Peak value is used during the times indicated in the Throttling Schedule. The Non-

Peak value is applied at all other times.  

b) Under the Settings section, you can set the bandwidth limit to apply during peak and 

non-peak times. To not apply a bandwidth limit for a time range, leave the value 

blank.  

When you have your bandwidth throttling schedule and values set as desired, click the Save 

button to apply the configuration, Click Cancel to cancel your changes and revert to the 

prior settings: 
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Cloud Transfer Bandwidth Throttling 

This section displays the Bandwidth Throttling parameters that you can use to limit the data 

transfer network bandwidth used to move system images from the onsite Migrator instance to 

the target Migrator instance. The Cloud Transfer section displays the current throttling settings:  
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To set the cloud transfer bandwidth parameters: 

1. Click Edit: 

 
2. Enable the Enable Network Bandwidth Throttling button.  

a) You can then set your desired throttling schedule and bandwidth limits. By default, 

bandwidth throttling is disabled. 

Set your Throttling Schedule by choosing the time range and days of the week that you 

wish to apply as the Peak throttling limit. 

b) Under the Settings section, you can set the bandwidth limit to apply during peak and 

non-peak times. You can leave the value blank if you don’t want to apply a bandwidth 

limit for a time range.  

When you have your bandwidth throttling schedule and values set as desired. click Save to 

apply the configuration or click Cancel to cancel your changes and revert to the prior settings. 
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Note: There are two bandwidth limits that can be set: Peak and Non-Peak. The Peak value is 

used during the times indicated in the Throttling Schedule. The Non-Peak value is applied at 

all other times.  
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Appendices 

Windows Server Utility Parameters: 

/token=<TOKEN> Required. The token attribute encodes a process’ or 

thread 's security identity. The value for token must be 

obtained from the target server. 

/serverip=<IPADDR> Optional. If the server has multiple IP addresses that use 

this option to specify the IP address you want to use. This 

is also the way to specify a public IP address when a VPN 

is not used. 

/precapture=<PATH> Optional. The value is the path to a script or program 

which will be executed on the Source Machine before 

capture is initiated (For example, to temporarily disable 

antivirus software during the capture process.)  

/postcapture=<PATH> Optional. The value is a path to a script or program which 

will be executed on source system after capture is 

complete (For example, reenable antivirus software that 

was disabled during capture.) 

/postrecovery=<PATH> Optional. The value is the path to a script or executable 

that will be executed on the instantiated virtual system has 

been created and transformed in the target environment. 

Post-recovery operations are useful for automating 

tedious tasks that are needed when a system is cloned or 

duplicated, such as dealing with licensing issues, 

installing, or removing custom components, performing 

system readiness tasks, and so on. 

/exclude=<DRIVE>[,<DRIVE>…] Optional. The option’s value is a comma separated list of 

drives (for example, E:\, F:\) to be excluded from server 

migration. The data on these drives will not be captured or 

transferred to the target site and will not be present on the 

migrated server. 

/installpath=<PATH> Optional. The path where the Server Utility software 

bundle should be installed. The default is C:\Program 

Files. 

/donotstartcapture Optional. Specifies that system capture should not be 

automatically initiated after installation has completed. 

/validatedata Optional. this argument to validate data at recovery side 

to check data corruption. 
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The following example shows the usage of the server utility when specifying a pre-capture 

operation. The token value must be obtained from the SUREedge Migrator instance from which 

the installer was downloaded. The path to the pre-capture operation script is: 

c:\prescript.bat:  

SUREedgeServerUtility.exe /token=4EA7787H325EA686 

/precapture=c:\prescript.bat 

The following example shows the command usage when excluding drives from migration. In this 

example, neither the drives E:\ and F:\ are captured nor the migrated server have the data on 

them or equivalent virtual devices created to represent them after migration: 

SUREedgeServerUtility.exe /token=4EA7787H325EA686 /exclude=E:\,F:\ 

The example below shows how to prevent a capture operation from starting automatically after 

the installation is complete using the /donotstartcapture option: 

SUREedgeServerUtility.exe /token4EA7787H325EA686 /donotstartcapture 

Capture can later be started via the Migration tab in the Migrator UI (see the Recapturing 

Servers section). 

The following example shows how to capture operation over public IP using the /serverip 

option: 

SUREedgeServerUtility.exe /token4EA7787H325EA686 /serverip=<PublicIP> 
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Linux Server Utility Parameters 

--help Displays information on the built-in shell commands and exits; no 

operations are performed 

--token <TOKEN> Required. The token attribute encodes a process’ or thread 's 

security identity. The value for token should be obtained from the 

target server. 

--serverip <IPADDR> If the server has multiple IP addresses use this option to specify 

the IP address you want to use. This is also the way to specify a 

public IP address when a VPN is not used. 

--precapture <PATH> Optional. The option’s argument is the path to a script or program 

which will be executed on the Source Machine before capture is 

initiated (For example, to temporarily disable antivirus software 

during the capture process.)  

--postcapture <PATH> Optional. The option’s argument is a path to a script or program 

which will be executed on source system after capture is complete 

(For example, reenable antivirus software that was disabled during 

capture.) 

--postrecovery <PATH> Optional. The option’s value is the path to a script or executable 

that will be executed on the instantiated virtual system has been 

created and transformed in the target environment. Post-recovery 

operations are useful for automating tedious tasks that are needed 

when a system is cloned or duplicated, such as dealing with 

licensing issues, installing, or removing custom components, 

performing system readiness tasks, and so on. 

--exclude <PATH>[,<PATH>…] Optional. The option’s argument is a comma separated list of path 

names to mount points (for example, /mnt, /var/tmp) to be 

excluded from server migration. The data on these drives will not 

be captured or transferred to the target site and will not be present 

on the migrated server. 

--donotstartcapture Optional. Specifies that system capture should not be 

automatically initiated after installation has completed. 

--validatedata Optional. It validates the data integrity of recovered VM by using 

checksum 

--verbose Optional. It collect more detailed information for better 

supportability and debugging to troubleshoot technical problems. 

The following example shows the usage when specifying a pre-capture operation: 

$ sudo ./sureedge_server_utility_installer.sh --token 4EA7787H725EA686 \ 

--precapture /home/sureline/precapturescript.sh 
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The following example shows the exclusion of mount points from the migration process: 

$ sudo ./sureedge_server_utility_installer.sh --token 4EA7787H725EA686 \ 

--exclude /mnt,/share   

 

The following example shows how to prevent a capture operation from starting automatically 

after the installation process has completed: 

$ sudo ./sureedge_server_utility_installer.sh --token 4EA7787H725EA686 \ 

--donotstartcapture 

The following example shows the usage when specifying a public IP for capture operation: 

$ sudo ./sureedge_server_utility_installer.sh --token 4EA7787H725EA686 \ 

--serverip <PublicIP> 
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Contacting Support 

Accelerite Software support provides customer self-solve capabilities. It provides a fast and 
efficient way to access interactive technical support tools needed to manage your business. As 
a valued support customer, you can benefit by being able to: 

\ Search for knowledge documents of interest 

\ Submit and track support cases and enhancement requests 

\ Submit enhancement requests online 

\ Download software patches 

\ Look up Accelerite support contacts 

\ Enter into discussions with other software customers 

\ Research and register for software training 

 
To access the Self-serve knowledge base, visit the Accelerite Support home page at  

https://support.accelerite.com/hc/en-us 

Most of the support areas require that you register on the Accelerite Support Portal. Many also 
require a support contract. 

To register an account at the Accelerite Support Portal, visit  

https://support.accelerite.com/hc/en-us 

To know more about registration process at Accelerite support portal, visit  

https://support.accelerite.com/hc/en-us/articles/202042570-New-user-registration-process 

 

 

https://support.accelerite.com/hc/en-us
https://support.accelerite.com/hc/en-us
https://support.accelerite.com/hc/en-us/articles/202042570-New-user-registration-process
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About Persistent 

With over 13,500 employees around the world, Persistent Systems (BSE & NSE: PERSISTENT) is a global services and 

solutions company delivering Digital Engineering and Enterprise Modernization. 

www.persistent.com 

India USA 

Persistent Systems Limited Persistent Systems, Inc. 

Bhageerath, 402, 2055 Laurelwood Road, Suite 210 

Senapati Bapat Road Santa Clara, CA 95054 

Pune 411016. Tel: +1 (408) 216 7010 

Tel: +91 (20) 6703 0000 Fax: +1 (408) 451 9177 

Fax: +91 (20) 6703 0008 Email: info@persistent.com 

http://www.persistent.com/
mailto:info@persistent.com
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